Ureofix 112 Plus
®

Closed Urine Drainage System
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In accordance with International Guidelines*

CLOSED URINE
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
with triple safety concept
Transparent Drip Chamber with Anti-Reflux Valve
Cross Outlet with protective cap on the bag
1 pair of latex-free gloves
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NEEDLE FREE SILICONE SAMPLE PORT LATEX-FREE GLOVES INCLUDED
Latex-free urine sample port on universal
connector.
Eliminates the risk of needle stick injury
during urine sampling.

Single-use gloves designed to
reduce risk of cross-contamination.
Enable aseptic bag connection to
the catheter.

* Evidence-based Guidelines for Best Practice in Urological Health Care. EAUN 2012.

ANTI REFLUX DRIP CHAMBER
D
 esigned to reduce the risk of retrograde bacteria
migration into the drainage tube and prevent cross-contamination
A
 ir-Vent for a pressure balance during drainage
D
 ouble Safety System:
Anti-Reflux valves within the Drip Chamber and within the bag.
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NON-DRIP CROSS OUTLET
WITH STOPPER

2000 ml bag capacity
with graduation
2 hanging systems:
•Rope hanger when patient
has to move
•Universal double-hook for
bed fixation

VENTED PROTECTIVE CAP
ON THE BAG

For fixation of the Cross Outlet
to avoid contamination

Cross outlet designed to avoid urine
splash when emptying the bag
Tube length : 110cm
Internal diameter : 6,8 mm
Clamp
Sheet-clip
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UNITS PER BOX

Bag 2 l, sterile EO
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